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Motivation
 Re-ignitable upper stage engines
 New engine & propellant systems for 
RCS engines
 cryogenic oxygen (LOX), other 
green propellants
 LOX injection into vacuum (superheated 
condition)
 Flash boiling
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Superheat & Flash boiling
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Aerodynamical break-up Flash boiling







tank, LOX run 
tank and injector 
unit
 Vacuum system
 Chill-down of the 
test bench
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 Xe light source
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Results LN2 Campaign (I)
pc = 60 mbarpc = 600 mbar
 Tinj = 82,5 K 
(±0,6 K) 
 pinj = 8 bar
 Dinj = 1 mm
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Results LN2 Campaign (II)
 Tinj = 82,5 K 
(±0,6) K
 pinj = 4 bar
 pc = 0,037-
0,605 bar
 Dinj = 1 mm
 High-Speed 
Shadowgraphy
(t = 200 ms)
Rp = 3,0 Rp = 3,2 Rp = 4,2 Rp = 4,4
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Results LN2 Campaign (III)
 Tinj = 82,4 K 
(±0,5) K
 pinj = 8 bar
 pc = 0,059-
0,612 bar
 Dinj = 1 mm
 High-Speed 
Shadowgraphy
(t = 200 ms)
Rp = 3,0 Rp = 3,5 Rp = 4,1 Rp = 4,4
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PDA Setup
 Dantec High-Dense PDA system
 2D Dual-PDA
 DPSS 1W Lasers (488 & 514 nm)
 Lenses focal length f = 500 mm
 2D Traverse system
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 1D LDA H20 free jet
 2D LDA H20 free jet
 1D Fiber-PDA H20 free jet
 2D Fiber-PDA H20 free jet
 Dual-PDA H20 free jet
 Dual-PDA H20 windows
 Dual-PDA LN2 windows
PDA Setup
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 New cryogenic temperature 
adjustment and injection 
system provides sprays with 
constant injection 
temperatures Tinj
 Decreasing back pressure pc
 increase of Rp and spray 
angles
 Sprays fit into transition 
correlation [2]
 Sprays fit into χ criterion [3]
























Χ Criterion Lamanna et al. [3]
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Outlook
 Expansion of test matrix:
- pc = 1 bar
- 75 K < Tinj < 100 K
 Spray angles
 Droplet size & velocity 
measurements with PDA 
of LN2 sprays
 Replacing LN2 with LOX 
(LCH4)
 PIV
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